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Abstract 

 

The goal of this project is to use a variety of machine learning models to make predictions 

regarding the stock price movements. Using technical analysis and economic analysis, leveraging 

various technical and economic indicators, the objective is to identify and optimize the buy and 

sell triggers to maximize trading profits. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Predicting the direction of stock prices is a 

widely studied subject in many fields including 
trading, finance, statistics and computer science. 
Investors in the stock market can maximize their 
profit by buying or selling their investment if 
they can determine when to enter and exit a 
position. Professional traders typically use 
fundamental and/or technical analysis to analyze 
stocks in making investment decisions. 
Fundamental analysis involves a study of 
company fundamentals such as revenues and 
profits, market position, growth rates, etc. 
Technical analysis, on the other hand, is based 
on the study of historical price fluctuations. Due 
to the nature of market forces, economies tend 
to follow a pattern of expansion and contraction, 
over long periods of time. The stocks trade 
within an overarching environment where 
economy moves from one phase of the business 
cycle to the next.  

Compared to the existing work, this project 
analyzes the stocks trading decisions utilizing the 
technical behavior of the trading patterns within 
the context of the fluctuating economic and 
business environment.  

The objective function is to maximize 
medium to longer term profits based on S&P500 
stock market index. The inputs are the technical 
indicators data and the economic indicators 
data. Three models (neural network, softmax 
logistic regression, decision forest) are then used 
to predict the buy/sell decisions. 

 
 

II.  RELATED WORK 
 
Many techniques to predict the stock market 

have been developed using the various existing 
computational techniques, such as LR (Linear 
Regression) [4], ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) 
[5], Random Forest [1], SVM (Support Vector 
Machines) [4], CBR (Case-Based Reasoning) [3]. 
ANN are non-linear computational models, 
capable of representation based on market 
behavior data, without previous knowledge of 
the relationships among input and output 
variables. ANN have been widely used and have 
resulted in satisfactory performance compared 
to other approaches, which may be seen in the 
literature [5]. 

Stock forecasting involves complex 
interactions between market-influencing factors 
and unknown random processes. In [3], an 
integrated system by combining dynamic time 
windows, case based reasoning, and neural 
network for stock trading prediction is 
developed. It includes three different stages that 
involves screening out potential stocks and their 
important influential factors; using back 
propagation network to predict the buy/sell 
points of stock price and adopting case based 
dynamic window to further improve the 
forecasting results from the back-propagation 
network. The system developed in this research 
was a motivation for us to predict the sell/buy 
decision points in our project instead of stock 
price itself. Other neural network related work in 
[7] details the clustering power of stock prices 
and their ability to be utilized in predictive 
models using temporal recognition and brute 
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force search to make the prediction. In [8], a 
methodology using trained neural networks and 
a generic algorithm was developed to determine 
buying and selling points of products traded in 
the stock exchange. A set of financial series were 
used where the price was compared to the 
returns obtained, by means of random data 
analysis from each one of the series. The results 
showed that financial time series are not entirely 
random. 
   

III. DATASET AND FEATURES 
   

For technical analysis, the focus has been on 
the most prominent indicators that can be 
efficiently operationalized and are intuitive in 
interpretation, including: Moving average 
convergence & divergence; Stochastic KD; 
Relative strength index; Larry William’s R %; 
Daily closing volume. For economic analysis, 
indicators being utilized in terms of their 
importance and data availability are: Gross 
Domestic Product; Consumer price Index; 
Producer Price Index; Employment Index; Fed 
Funds Rate. 

Technical Indicators have been calculated 
from the downloaded daily closing prices & 
volume data. The closing prices & volume have 
been smoothened using Welles Wilder 
Smoothing without any look-ahead bias, and 
relative 15-day change is calculated to serve as 
the price & volume trend indicators. Economic 
indicators have been extracted from the 
officially released historical percentage change 
data. In addition, Fed Funds rate have been 
smoothened using Welles Wilder Smoothing and 
relative 15-day change has been applied to 
capture the trends in the economic cycle. 

The historical data for all the above technical 
and economic indicators since 1990 to today has 
been compiled and pre-processed. As stated in 
the project proposal earlier, the stock price 
prediction model is based on the S&P500 index 
to keep the scope of this project within 
manageable schedule. The historical S&P500 
trading data since 1990 has also been gathered 
and processed. A snapshot of the dataset used is 
shown in the appendix. 

Significant time and effort was involved in 
understanding the different indicators and how 
they need to be processed to be used as 
indicators effectively. For example, the raw fed 
funds rate in themselves are not a good indicator 
of whether the economy is expanding or 
contracting. These needed to be looked at 
relative to their trend over the past weeks and 
months. To address that, Welles Wilder 
smoothing is applied to the fed funds rate and 
the slope of the smoothened data, that 
represents both the magnitude and direction of 
the change in fed funds rate, is used as models’ 
input indicator. 
 

IV. METHODS AND MODELS 
   

Several supervised learning methods were 
considered before deciding on the three models 
used for the project.  

 
1. Neural Network: The Neural Network 

architecture consists of 15 hidden 
nodes. Sigmoid activation is used for the 
hidden nodes activation, softmax 
activation is used for the 4-class output 
layer. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

2. Softmax Logistic Regression: A 4-class 
logistic regression model is used. The 
classes represent strong buy, buy, strong 
sell and sell labels. 

 

                      
 
3. Decision Forest: It is one of the models 

quite commonly used in a lot of 
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reviewed literature corresponding to 
stock trading predictions. The intent has 
been to analyze its performance 
compared to the other two models used. 

 

 
 
For the ground truth labels, the 15-day 

future returns, calculated as a percentage 
change on the Welles Wider smoothened closing 
prices, are used. The historical economic cycles 
are analyzed and identified to classify labels as 
strong-buy or sell in an economic uptrend, and 
as strong-sell or buy in an economic slowdown. 
A profit/Loss calculation algorithm has been 
created and is used to automate the evaluation 
of the target labels performance. It is also used 
to compute the performance of the dev and test 
data. 

The performance of the models is measured 
relative to the S&P500 index over the time-
period being analyzed.  
   

V. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS 
   

 For trading, the metric is profitability.  The 
models' predictions for the buy and sell classes 
are used to generate medium/long term trading 
signals on the dev and test data. The resulting 
profit (or Loss) multipliers are tabulated in 
comparison to the S&P500 index performance 
over the same period. 
 
Experiments: 

As explained above we conducted 
experiments with the goal to maximize the profit 
over the test period. We conducted various 
experiments using different indicators and built 
up the indicators set by adding one indicator at a 

time to analyze the corresponding effect. 
Different modeling strategies were employed, 
Decision forests and Neural networks with Wells 
Wilder smoothing gave better results. Started off 
with a target of getting better results for train 
data first to solve bias problem and then tuned 
the models to avoid overfitting. Some important 
experiments done to reach this conclusion using 
daily data of closing price from 1990-2017 are 
described next. 

We initially decided to do the experiments 
with 2 labels as Buy and Sell. We made a ‘Buy’ 
decision if next day price was higher than the 
next day’s price and Sell otherwise. This did not 
give us good profit because decisions were hard 
to predict and given the uncertainty of stock 
market, it is difficult to find the feature set which 
captures it correctly. Also, all misclassifications 
are not equal as some decisions lead to more loss 
than others. 

The labels were then refined to 5 labels - 
‘Buy’, ’Sell’, ’StrongBuy’, ’StrongSell’, ’Hold’. 
Instead of defining labels based on next day’s 
selling price, we defined labels on 15 days sliding 
window price, (which means seeing price 15 days 
ahead while defining the label) and based on the 
market trend. The market trend was captured 
well by the economic indicators in our feature 
set. This approach gave us much better results. 
But we were encountering a class imbalance 
problem as a lot of our labels were classified as 
‘Hold’. 

We discovered that it was better to define 
labels based on four classes without the ‘Hold’ 
class. We used this to define our baseline with 
multi class logistic regression model which gave 
us a profit multiplier of 7.47 (results available in 
table) on training data. 

We used neural network and decision forest 
model as the next steps. We experimented with 
15, 30 ,50 and 100 nodes in hidden layer of 
neural network and got better results with 15 
hidden nodes, it is closer to number of features 
we have. We used Gaussian normalization on 
data which performed better than min-max 
normalization as stocks data is closer to normal 
distribution. 
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Before going into workflow of our evaluation 
it is important to introduce the metric we used 
to judge performance of the models. 
Profit Multiplier Metric:  

We defined a single number target approach 
to judge performance of the model. We coded 
an application which takes our scored labels as 
input and gave a profit multiplier. For example, a 
profit multiplier of 1.2 over a period of one year 
will mean a profit of 20%. Our ground truth 
labels when given as input to the Profit 
Calculator for entire dataset (1990-2017), gave 
us a profit multiplier of 277. This gave us the 
motivation that a reasonably well performing 
model should be able to beat the S&P 500 index 
returns. 
Tools Used:  

We used Microsoft’s Azure Machine 
Learning Studio for our experiments. A workflow 
explaining comparison of neural network and 
decision forest is described in the diagram. 

This allowed quick experimental runs on pre-
defined models and experimental iterations 
using different variations (e.g. type of 
regularizations, learning rates, etc.). It enabled 
efficient results analysis, debug and learning.  

 

 

Results: 
The classification labels from above 

experiments with accuracies and confusion 
matrices are described in the table below, 
Decision Forest (left) and neural network (right). 
 

Decision Forest Neural Network 

 

 

 
Based on the scored labels from different 

models, two trading decision strategies are used.  
In the first strategy, the trading is triggered 

for all the four classes. In the second strategy, 
trading is triggered for the three classes - Strong 
Buy, Strong Sell and Sell. 
 

 
 

The table above and the graph below show 
the results on the test period from Oct. 2006 to 
Sept. 2017. Training and Dev used data from Jan. 
1990 to Sept. 2006. The 80%-20% split was used 
between Training and Dev data. 

The results look quite promising over the 
analyzed period. As noticed in the above table, 
models perform especially well during the 
recession of 2008 which confirms the idea of 
using economic indicators in ML for analyzing 
stocks.   This can be extended to the time frame 
encompassing all the available historical data, to 
further analyze the models' predictive quality. 
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After getting decent results on a longer 

period, we decided to run the model for a 
shorter period. We choose test data from Jan 
2015 to September 2017. The profit multiplier 
results for better performing models, neural 
network and decision forest models on this 
shorter-term test data are described in the 
following table. The models in the shorter-term 
beat S&P 500 for strategy 1 and Neural network 
beats slightly for strategy 2. Also, since the 
market is in an uptrend during the test period we 
are not significantly 
 

 
 
beating the market. Economic indicators seem to 
play a more important role during recession / 
down trend. This also validated the idea of 
introducing economic indicators to avoid steep 
losses during an economic downturn.  

Decision forest performs well on training 
and dev data as compared to neural network but 
results on test data are comparable. Decision 
forest model is possibly overfitting the training 
and dev data and optimally choosing number of 
decision trees and depth might give better 
results. A random forest model which is an 

extension of decision forest can be used for 
future work.  
 

VI. DISCUSSION 
 

Predicting stocks is a tough problem and is 
fun to work with because of its challenging 
nature. The economic indicators helped in 
identifying the beginning and end of recession 
periods. Different labeling techniques were 
tried, starting with two labels - buy and sell - on 
a daily basis. Such labels become hard for model 
to understand and correlate based on the 
feature set used. The data was then labelled 
based on prices and the overarching business 
cycle trends. As the objective function has been 
to optimize stock returns, hence not all mistakes 
made by the model are equal. One 
misclassification can be costlier than another 
misclassification, Paint the target approach was 
applied in implementing a profit calculator to 
understand the model's performance in terms of 
returns target at the end of each run. 

 

VI. FUTURE WORK 
   

The data set can be extended to start from 
1900, to increase the train, dev, test data. The k-
fold technique can be used to walk the test data 
over a broad range of periods to validate the 
robustness of the models' prediction. Translating 
the objective function of maximizing the S&P500 
profits into a cost function that is directly applied 
to the models should further improve the 
targeted results. Additional optimization can be 
done by improving the cost function that 
penalizes the more severe misclassifications, and 
by using random forest for feature selection. This 
predictive framework can be extended to other 
stock market indexes, ETF's and individual 
stocks. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
  It has been a joint teamwork, the team members have contributed to all aspects of the project, 
including the overall strategy; algorithm; objective function definition; model selection & refinement; 
features selection; model creation, debug & execution; performance analysis. The deliberate intent has 
been for everyone to get hands-on exposure to all areas to maximize learning.  
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APPENDIX (Data Snapshot) 

 

 

 

 


